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ABSTRACT
This is the third article in a periodic five-part series on
publishing nutrition research. These monographs are designed to assist in the interpretation of the Journal of the
American Dietetic Association author guidelines and provide guidance in publishing and interpreting nutritionrelated research articles. This installment focuses on the
use of nonparametric statistical methods. The rationale
for their use, their advantages and disadvantages, nonparametric alternatives to parametric tests, nonparametric statistical analysis, examples of their use, and helpful
resources for further study are topics and issues addressed in this article.
J Am Diet Assoc. 2008;108:1488-1496.

●
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●
●
●

Describe the rationale for using nonparametric statistical tests;
Contrast parametric and nonparametric tests;
Identify nonparametric alternatives to parametric
tests;
Match appropriate nonparametric tests to univariate
and bivariate situations; and
Analyze elements of nonparametric tests.

T

It will be helpful to review the first two monographs in
the series to most effectively read this monograph (2,3).
For assistance in following the progression of this article,
refer to Figure 1 for definitions of statistical terms used
throughout this article (4).
Most registered dietitians are familiar with parametric
statistical tests, such as t tests, analysis of variance
(ANOVA), Pearson’s correlation, etc. These are what
most people learn in basic and intermediate statistics
courses. These tests are used to determine if there are
relationships and differences between variables. So what
are nonparametric statistical tests and when are they used?
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RATIONALE FOR NONPARAMETRIC TESTS
There are three general situations in which nonparametric tests are used: when assumptions of parametric tests
are violated; analyzing ordinal or nominal data; and analyzing data derived from small samples. These situations are discussed in detail here.
When the variable or variables are quantitative and
assumptions of parametric tests are violated, nonparametric tests are applied. Parametric statistical tests are
those that depend on a defined distribution (such as the
normal distribution shown in Figure 2A) and statistics
such as means, variances, and standard deviations. Parametric tests have assumptions about the data that must
be met in order for the tests to apply effectively. For
example, the two-sample t test (also called the independent t test), which compares two independent groups on a
quantitative variable requires the data for each group to
be normally distributed (ie, the data, when compiled into
a histogram, present as approximately a bell-shaped
curve) and the group variances approximately equal. In a
sense, the two-sample t test compares the means of the
data from two groups to see if they are statistically significantly different.
If the data in the groups are not normally distributed,
then the means are not useful or meaningful. For instance, if a sample of people had blood urea nitrogen
levels of 5, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 10, 10, 12, 43, and 54 mg/dL
(Figure 2B). From these data it is evident that the distribution is skewed to the right and nonnormal. The ex-

his is the third installment in a series of articles on
research design and data analysis. These articles are
designed to assist in the interpretation of the Journal of the American Dietetic Association’s author guidelines (1) and provide guidance in publishing and interpreting nutrition-related research articles. The purpose
of this article is to explain the use of nonparametric
statistical tests. As a result of this article, the reader will
be able to:
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Parametric tests
Nonparametric tests
Nominal variable
Ordinal variable

Quantitative variable

Normal distribution
Skewed distribution

Variance
Standard deviation
Mean
Median

Likert scale

Post hoc testing
Test statistic

Statistical significance
Level of significance
P value

Univariate

Statistical tests that concern population parameters (such as means and standard deviations) and require
assumptions about these parameters.
Nonparametric tests are statistical tests which make no assumptions about the distribution of a statistical
population. Also, no assumptions are made about any statistical parameter.
A set of data is said to be nominal if the values belonging to it can be assigned a code in the form of a
number where the numbers are simply labels. You can count but not order or measure nominal data.
For example, in a data set males could be coded as 0, females as 1.
A set of data is said to be ordinal if the values belonging to it can be ranked (put in order) or have a rating
scale attached. You can count and order, but not measure, ordinal data. The categories for an ordinal
set of data have a natural order, for example, suppose a group of people were asked to taste varieties
of biscuit and classify each biscuit on a rating scale of 1 to 5, representing strongly dislike, dislike,
neutral, like, strongly like. A rating of 5 indicates more enjoyment than a rating of 4, for example, so
such data are ordinal. However, the distinction between neighboring points on the scale is not
necessarily always the same. For instance, the difference in enjoyment expressed by giving a rating of 2
rather than 1 might be much less than the difference in enjoyment expressed by giving a rating of 4
rather than 3.
A variable that takes numerical values for which arithmetic makes sense, for example, counts,
temperatures, weights, amounts of money, etc. For some variables that take numerical values, arithmetic
with those values does not make sense; such variables are not quantitative. For example, adding and
subtracting social security numbers does not make sense. Quantitative variables typically have units of
measurement, such as inches, people, or pounds.
The normal curve is the familiar “bell curve.” The normal curve is equally distributed about the mean.
A skewed distribution describes a population whose values are not equally distributed about the mean. In a
positive skew there are a small number of very large values; this means that when the curve is drawn
there is a long tail after the peak. In a negative skew the reverse occurs; there are a small number of
small values. The tail appears before the peak.
The variance of a list is the square of the standard deviation of the list, that is, the average of the squares
of the deviations of the numbers in the list from their mean.
The standard deviation is a calculated number that represents the variation of a set of data.
The sum of a list of numbers, divided by the number of numbers.
The “middle value” of a list of numbers. The smallest number such that at least half the numbers in the
list are no greater than it. If the list has an odd number of entries, the median is the middle entry in the
list after sorting the list into increasing order. If the list has an even number of entries, the median is
the smaller of the two middle numbers after sorting. The median can be estimated from a histogram by
finding the smallest number such that the area under the histogram to the left of that number is 50%.
A Likert scale is a type of psychometric response scale often used in questionnaires, and is the most
widely used scale in survey research. When responding to a Likert questionnaire item, respondents
specify their level of agreement to a statement. The Likert technique presents a set of attitude
statements. Subjects are asked to express agreement or disagreement on a five-point scale. Each
degree of agreement is given a numerical value from one to five. Thus a total numerical value can be
calculated from all the responses.
Statistical testing that is done to determine specific difference between groups after one has run an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) or its nonparametric version.
A statistic used to test hypotheses. A hypothesis test can be constructed by deciding to reject the null
hypothesis when the value of the test statistic is in some range or collection of ranges. It is the
calculated value that is used to decide if a result is statistically significant or not. Calculated t values,
r’s, and F’s are examples of test statistics.
The probability of a false rejection of the null hypothesis in a statistical test. It is the probability that we
have wrongly concluded that there is a statistically significant difference between groups or a statistically
significant relationship between variables.
The significance level of a hypothesis test is the chance that the test erroneously rejects the null
hypothesis when the null hypothesis is true. It is usually set at less than 5%, meaning that there is a
less than 5% chance that we are erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis.
It is the actual probability of wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis if it is in fact true. The P value is
compared with the actual significance level of our test and, if it is smaller, the result is significant. That
is, if the null hypothesis were to be rejected at the 5% significance level, this would be reported as
“P⬍0.05”. Small P values suggest that the null hypothesis is unlikely to be true. The smaller it is, the
more convincing is the rejection of the null hypothesis.
Having or having to do with a single variable. Some univariate techniques and statistics include the
histogram, mean, median, percentiles, and standard deviation.
(continued)

Figure 1. Definitions of key statistical terms.
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Bivariate

Null hypothesis

Histogram

Natural log
Range
Central limit theorem
Binomial distribution

Having or having to do with two variables. For example, bivariate data are data where we have two
measurements of each “individual.” These measurements might be the heights and weights of a group
of people (an “individual” is a person), the heights of fathers and sons (an “individual” is a father-son
pair), the pressure and temperature of a fixed volume of gas (an “individual” is the volume of gas under
a certain set of experimental conditions), etc. Scatterplots, the correlation coefficient, and regression
make sense for bivariate data but not univariate data.
In hypothesis testing, the hypothesis we wish to falsify on the basis of the data. The null hypothesis is
typically that something is not present, that there is no effect, there is no relationship, or that there is no
difference between treatment and control. For example, “there is no significant relationship between
body mass index and serum cholesterol,” is a null hypothesis.
A histogram is a kind of plot that summarizes how data are distributed. Starting with a set of class
intervals, the histogram is a set of rectangles sitting on the horizontal axis. The bases of the rectangles
are the class intervals, and their heights are such that their areas are proportional to the fraction of
observations in the corresponding class intervals. That is, the height of a given rectangle is the fraction
of observations in the corresponding class interval, divided by the length of the corresponding class
interval. A histogram does not need a vertical scale, because the total area of the histogram must equal
100%. The units of the vertical axis are percent per unit of the horizontal axis. The horizontal axis of a
histogram needs a scale.
The natural logarithm is the logarithm to the base e, where e is a certain constant approximately equal to
2.718281828459. The logarithms most people are familiar with are those with base 10. For natural
logarithms, ln (x), the base is e.
The range is the difference between the lowest value and the highest value in a data set.
The central limit theorem states that given a distribution with a mean  and variance 2, the sampling
distribution of the mean approaches a normal distribution with a mean () and a variance 2/N as N,
the sample size, increases (greater than or equal to 30).
The theoretical frequency distribution of events that have two possible outcomes.

Figure 1. Continued

treme values will substantially alter the mean so it will not
be a valid representation of a measure of central tendency.
Without the values of 43 and 54 mg/dL, the data would be
normally distributed with a mean of 8.3 mg/dL. With those
extreme values the mean is 15.6 mg/dL, which is not as
representative a measure of central tendency as the median, which is 8 mg/dL. Measures of central tendency and
their relevance to nonparametric tests are discussed in
greater detail later in this monograph. So what can be
done to analyze nonnormal data?
Options exist to deal with nonnormally distributed
data (3). One approach is to apply a mathematical transformation to the data to attempt to normalize the data
distribution. For example, in a study of the relationship of
ghrelin and leptin to body mass index and waist circumference, Monti and colleagues (5) found that serum ghrelin and leptin were not normally distributed. These authors calculated the natural log (see Figure 1 for a
definition of natural log) of these two variables, attempting to correct for the nonnormality. By calculating the
natural log of each data value the distribution of the
variable shifted from skewed to normally distributed.
This correction then permitted the authors to apply parametric statistical tests to the data. However, at times this
method may not be successful in that the transformation
is inadequate to produce a normal distribution. It is in
these situations that nonparametric methods are used.
Suppose right-skewed blood urea data from another
sample were to be compared to the sample described
above to determine if there was a statistically significant
difference between samples. If the serum urea data were
normally distributed then the parametric two-sample t
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test would be used for the comparison. However, if the
serum urea data could not be normalized with a transformation, then the parametric two-sample t test would
not be applied. If this is the case, how should the data be
analyzed?
Violations of parametric test assumptions necessitate
the use of nonparametric tests. Nonparametric tests are
not dependent on a defined distribution (that is why they
are often called distribution-free tests) or on statistical
parameters such as means, standard deviations, and
variances. Therefore the next step is to choose the nonparametric alternative to the parametric method (twosample t test) to conduct the statistical analysis. In the
previous example, the nonparametric test, the MannWhitney U test (Figure 3 contains a decision rubric for
choosing appropriate nonparametric tests), is more appropriate in that it does not rely on the assumptions of
normally distributed data and equal variances between
the two groups being compared.
The second general situation in which nonparametric
statistical tests are used is if the data are ordinal or
nominal, such as rating scales (eg, Likert scales; rating of
taste intensity on a 5-point scale) or categories (eg, sex;
male, female) (2). In this situation parametric tests generally do not apply. For instance, if study subjects are
rating their like for skim milk on a 5-point Likert scale
from 1 “significantly dislike” to 5 “significantly like,” a
rating of 5 is not considered to be 5 times a rating of 1.
Also, the preference distance from 1 to 2 is not necessarily
the same distance from 2 to 3. In this case of ordinal data,
the mean is not meaningful and the variation of responses is not sufficient to see a meaningful normal dis-

The third general situation is when sample sizes are
small. If the data are not normally distributed for a
quantitative variable, but the sample size is significantly
large (nⱖ30), the Central Limit Theorem (see Figure 1 for
a definition) will apply so that parametric tests can be
used. The Central Limit Theorem cannot be applied to
small sample sizes; therefore, it is then appropriate to use
nonparametric tests.

4

Frequency

3

2

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF NONPARAMETRIC TESTS
There are three advantages to the use of nonparametric
tests. First, they are not dependent on a type of distribution (eg, normal). Second, they are not dependent on the
mean, standard deviation, or variance. Finally, they provide useful statistical test options for ordinal and nominal
data.
However, there are also disadvantages to using nonparametric tests. They do not use all the characteristics of
the data (eg, means and standard deviations), but often
use ranks and directions (positive or negative) of the
data. Also, because they do not use all the characteristics
of the data, the results of the tests tend to be more
conservative than parametric tests. This means that if a
null hypothesis for a study is false, the nonparametric
test is less likely to reject it than a parametric test.
Suppose the null hypothesis, “there is no statistically
significant difference in diastolic blood pressure between
those receiving evening primrose oil vs those receiving
corn oil,” is false, the appropriate nonparametric test
when applied to data from samples is less likely to reject
this null hypothesis than the corresponding parametric
test.
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Figure 2. Normal vs right-skewed distribution for blood urea nitrogen.
(A) An illustration of a normal distribution as evidenced by the bellshaped curve. (B) An illustration of a right-skewed distribution.

tribution. In addition, means and standard deviations are
meaningless for nominal variables. There is no such thing
as a mean sex. Hence, nonparametric tests are preferred
for use with ordinal and nominal data. For example,
suppose both males and females were asked on a questionnaire to rate their dietary preference for skim milk on
the Likert scale mentioned here. To compare males and
females as to their preferences for skim milk, a nonparametric test would be used. In this situation, the relationship between a nominal variable (sex) and an ordinal
variable (preference for skim milk) would be tested. When
this type of relationship is being tested, the nonparametric 2 test would be appropriate (Figure 3 contains a
decision rubric for deciding on the relevant nonparametric test).

NONPARAMETRIC ALTERNATIVES TO PARAMETRIC TESTS
Most parametric tests have nonparametric versions. So if
the assumptions for a parametric test application are
violated, a nonparametric alternative can be used to analyze the data. For example, the nonparametric alternative
to one-way ANOVA is the Kruskal-Wallis test. Figure 3
presents the type of variable situation and parametric tests
and their nonparametric counterparts. This rubric is
helpful in selecting the appropriate nonparametric alternatives to parametric statistical tests. The following sections address nonparametric statistical analysis.
MEASURE OF CENTRAL TENDENCY FOR NONPARAMETRIC
SITUATIONS
The most common measures of central tendency are the
mean, median, and mode. When data are normally distributed these statistics are equal. When data are skewed they
are not equal and the median is the best measure of central
tendency because it is least affected by extreme values. The
serum urea nitrogen measurement example given previously in this article illustrates this phenomenon. When using the nonparametric test, the Mann-Whitney U test, a
statistically significant difference between medians is
tested, rather than means, as used in the parametric twosample t test. When reporting a measure of central tendency in the context of a nonparametric situation, it is
most appropriate to report the medians rather than
means. The best measure of variation to report with the
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Variables

Parametric test

Nonparametric test

Quantitative data from a sample
compared to a reference or standard
Paired quantitative data (eg, before-after,
matched pairs)
Two independent quantitative samples
(difference between samples)

One-sample t test

One-sample Signed Rank test

Paired t test

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test
McNemar’s test
Mann-Whitney U test
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test
Sign test
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
Median test
2 test
Kruskal-Wallis test

Greater than two independent quantitative
samples (difference between samples)
Two quantitative variables (relationship)
Randomized Block or Repeated Measures
Two Qualitative Variables (relationship)
Paired Qualitative Variables

Two-Sample t test

One-Way Analysis of Variance
Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation
Multiway Analysis of Variance

Spearman’s Rank Correlation
Friedman’s test
2 test
McNemar’s test

Figure 3. Decision-making rubric for choosing appropriate parametric and nonparametric tests given the types of variables.
median is the range (the difference between the lowest
and highest value), rather than the standard deviation,
which is reported with means.
With ordinal and nominal data there is no appropriate
measure of central tendency to report. Counts and percentages for each category are appropriate for presenting
the data.
EXAMPLE OF A NONPARAMETRIC PROCEDURE CALCULATION
Before examining the application of different nonparametric tests, an example of a nonparametric procedure
calculation is presented in this section. This will provide
an understanding of how a nonparametric statistical test
differs from a parametric one.
Suppose there are two independent samples of quantitative data and there is a desire to see if there is a
statistically significant difference between these samples.
For example, five subjects with the metabolic syndrome
are compared to five who do not have the metabolic syndrome for hemoglobin A1c. For the metabolic syndrome
group, the hemoglobin A1c values are 6.5%, 7.0%, 7.8%,
7.0%, and 13%. For the other group the values are 3.0%,
2.5%, 4.0%, 1.0%, and 4.0%. For this example, if there
were larger sample sizes and the data in each group were
normally distributed the parametric, two-sample t test
would be used. However, with small sample sizes and
nonnormal data, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney
U test would be chosen from Figure 3. Figure 4 illustrates
the calculations for the Mann-Whitney U test. As illustrated, nonparametric tests often use ranks rather than
the raw data. Also, medians are the best measures of
central tendency to report and compare for this example,
and ranges are the best measures of variation to report,
rather than standard deviations.
SPECIFIC NONPARAMETRIC TESTS
The following sections give illustrations of the choice and
application of nonparametric statistical tests. Please refer back to Figure 3 as a reference for choosing the ap-
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na⫽number of results in metabolic syndrome group ( MSG )⫽5
nb⫽number of results in comparison group ( CG )⫽5
Ta⫽sum of ranks for MSG group
Tb⫽sum of ranks for CG group
Take data from both groups and order them from lowest to
highest
Rank the data from lowest to highest starting with 1; for ties give
the mean rank
Next, assign the appropriate group label to the ranks
1.0% 2.5% 3.0% 4.0% 4.0% 6.5% 7.0% 7.0% 7.8% 13.0%
1
2
3
4.5 4.5 6
7.5 7.5 9
10
CG CG CG CG CG MSG MSG MSG MSG MSG
Add the ranks for each group which gives you Ta and Tb
Ta⫽40; Tb⫽15
The appropriate U statistic is given by the smaller of:
na(na⫹1)
nb(nb⫹1)
Ta⫺
or Tb⫺
2
2
5共6兲
40⫺
⫽40⫺15⫽25
2
5共6兲
15⫺
⫽15⫺15⫽0
2
Look up critical value in a table for ␣⫽.05
Critical Value⫽1
0⬍1
There is a statistically signiﬁcant difference between groups for
HgB⫺A1c.
Mediana⫽7.8%
Medianb⫽3.0%
Those with metabolic syndrome have a higher HgB⫺A1c than
those without metabolic syndrome.
Figure 4. Example of Mann-Whitney U test calculations and interpretation.

propriate tests. In these situations it is assumed that
basic assumptions for the conduct of parametric tests are
violated, necessitating the use of a nonparametric test.
ONE-SAMPLE SIGNED RANK TEST
Suppose a researcher wishes to see if the calcium intakes
of a sample of 50 postmenopausal female faculty and staff
members are ⬍1,200 mg/day. In this case, assume that
dietary calcium intake, which is a quantitative variable, is
not normally distributed. The One-Sample signed rank test
would be used rather than the parametric One-Sample t
test to compare the median of the sample and the standard
to assess if there is a statistically significant difference. If
the median intake of the sample is 800 mg/day this test
will identify if this value is statistically significantly
lower than 1,200 mg/day. This test can also be used when
the variable measured for the sample is ordinal. The
outcome of the test is the sum of negative ranks (T⫺) and
the sum of positive ranks (T⫹). The smaller of these ranks
is reported as the test statistic in publications. If there
is no statistically significant difference between the
sample data and the standard, T⫺ is approximately
equal to T⫹.
WILCOXON SIGNED-RANK TEST
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test applies in situations
where two sets of quantitative or ordinal values are not
independent, and assumptions for parametric analysis
are violated. Situations that would warrant the use of
this test are pretest-posttest comparisons and comparison of data between matched pairs (eg, identical twins).
The parametric counterpart to this test is the paired
t test.
To determine whether supplementary potassium affects diastolic blood pressure in a sample of 100 subjects,
this test would be used. Diastolic blood pressure would be
measured before and after supplementing potassium to
assess statistically significant change. Suppose the median diastolic blood pressures before and after were 110
mm Hg and 85 mm Hg, respectively. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test would be the appropriate nonparametric
test to determine if there is a statistically before-andafter difference.
Another situation that would warrant this test is one in
which groups of identical twins are compared (with one
twin in one group and the other in the second group). If
one group is exposed to a treatment and the other to
control conditions, this can be treated as a matched pair
situation because the twins are genetically alike. For
example, suppose one group of twins is exposed to a diet
high in soluble fiber and the other to a control diet for 6
weeks, and the groups are compared on serum low-density lipoprotein levels after the intervention. Because one
twin is in the control group and the other in the intervention group, the control and intervention groups are
considered matched. In this situation, the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test is used. Later in this article, an example
will be given from this Journal, describing the use of this
test as a post-hoc analysis strategy for conducting Friedman’s test.
The outcome of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for

paired data is a positive rank sum and a negative rank
sum as reported in the section on the One-Sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Again, the smaller of the two
ranks sums is reported as the test statistic, and these
sums are approximately equal if there is no statistically
significant difference.
MANN-WHITNEY U/WILCOXON RANK-SUM TEST
The nonparametric version of the two-sample t test most
often used currently is known as the Mann-Whitney U
test. It is also known by another name, the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test.
An example of the application of this test has already
been given previously in this article. This test is used
when a comparison is being made between two independent groups on a quantitative or ordinal variable. Essentially, it is used to examine if there is a statistically
significant difference between the medians of the two
samples.
For instance, Darmon and colleagues (6) developed a
scoring system to estimate the nutritional adequacy of
fruits and vegetables, and found the three scores (nutrient adequacy, nutrient density, and nutrient-to-price) to
be nonnormally distributed. They appropriately reported
median scores, rather than the parametric equivalent.
When comparing the medians for each of the three scores
between two groups, fruits and vegetables and other
foods, they used the Mann-Whitney U to determine if
there were statistically significant differences. They
found that there were statistically significant differences
between fruits and vegetables and other foods on all three
scores (nutrient adequacy, nutrient density, and nutrient-to-price). The test statistic to be reported in publications is the U value. As can be seen in Figure 4, the U
value is the smaller of the two sum of ranks. In the case
of the example given in Figure 4, U⫽0 (vs the higher of
the two rank sums, 25). If there is not a difference, the
rank sums will be approximately equal.
KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST
If more than two independent groups are compared on a
quantitative or ordinal variable, and assumptions for the
parametric one-way ANOVA are violated, the KruskalWallis test is warranted. For example, if the taste satisfaction for various types of milk is compared among four
samples of similar people, this test could be used. Suppose 80 children were randomly assigned to four groups
(20 in each group). Groups were given either skim milk,
1% milk, 2% milk, or whole milk. Each group consumes
their assigned type of milk and then must rate it on an
ordinal scale from 1 “greatly dislike” to 5 “like very
much.” The median taste satisfaction for each group was
2 (skim), 3 (1%), 4 (2%), and 4 (whole). The KruskalWallis test is the appropriate statistical test to determine
statistically significant differences between multiple
groups. Statistical significance for this test indicates that
a difference exists somewhere between the groups, but
nonparametric post-hoc testing is necessary to identify
what specific groups are different. The test statistic to
report in publications is the H value.
A study by Wiecha and colleagues (7) examining the
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potential relationship between school vending machine
and fast-food restaurant use and sugar-sweetened beverage intake in youth provides a practical example of
the application of the Kruskal-Wallis test. The main
outcome variable in this study, daily intake of sugarsweetened beverages, was not normally distributed.
Nonparametric statistical tests were used in the analysis of the data. Wiecha and colleagues used the
Kruskal-Wallis test to determine if there was a statistically significant difference in daily consumption of
sugar-sweetened beverages based on frequency of eating at fast-food restaurants in the past week. The
former variable was a continuous variable and the latter a categorical variable with four categories; none,
one, one to three, and greater than or equal to four. The
Kruskal-Wallis test was statistically significant, meaning that the investigators found that those eating more
frequently at fast-food restaurants had higher daily
intakes of sugar-sweetened beverages.
SPEARMAN’S RANK CORRELATION
Researchers calculate correlations to test for potential
relationships between two quantitative, two ordinal, or
an ordinal and quantitative variable. When testing the
potential relationship for the latter two conditions the
nonparametric Spearman’s rank correlation is calculated.
Also, if the two quantitative variables are not normally
distributed Spearman’s correlation is calculated, rather
than the parametric Pearson’s correlation.
Suppose managers of a particular fast-food chain are
surveyed as to their knowledge and attitudes about food
safety. Attitude is rated on a 10-point Likert scale, and
knowledge is scored from 0 to 20. Because attitude is an
ordinal variable and an association is being examined
with a quantitative variable (knowledge), the Spearman’s
correlation is the appropriate statistical test. Spearman’s
correlation (rs) ranges from ⫺1.0 to ⫹1.0. The closer the
value is to ⫺1.0 or ⫹1.0 the stronger the relationship. The
sign indicates if there is a direct or inverse relationship.
The test statistic for this test is the rs.
For the example just given, an rs approaching 1.0
would indicate that it is highly likely that as knowledge
increases about food safety, so does attitude. An rsapproaching ⫺1.0 would indicate that as knowledge increases about foods safety, attitude decreases.
For example, Delahanty and colleagues (8) sought to
identify predictors of physical activity in the Diabetes
Prevention Program. They calculated Spearman’s correlation to identify the direction and strength of potential
relationships between baseline physical activity (activity
before participating in Diabetes Prevention Program) and
psychological variables such as exercise efficacy, anxiety,
depression, and perceived stress. These psychological variables were all ordinal. They also used this statistical test
to examine potential relationships between physical activity 1 year and 2 to 3 years after having receiving the
Diabetes Prevention Program, and the same psychological variables mention here. At all three times, physical
activity was directly associated with exercise efficacy and
inversely associated with anxiety, depression, and perceived stress.
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Table 1. Hypothetical data for illustrating the use of Friedman’s
testa
Subjects

Soy

Low-fat cheese

Regular cheese

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2
2
3
3
3
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3

3
3
0
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
3
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2

a

The number in each cell for a subject represents preference for macaroni and cheese
made with different types of cheese (soy, low-fat, regular). 1⫽most preferred macaroni
and cheese and a 3⫽least preferred. The Friedman’s test is used to determine whether
there is a statistically significant difference in preference for type of macaroni and
cheese.

FRIEDMAN’S TEST
The appropriate nonparametric test to use when analyzing the data from a repeated measure or randomized
block study design is Friedman’s test. Typically, multiway ANOVA would be used in parametric applications.
Friedman’s test is used when assumptions about normality of the data cannot be made. The Friedman’s test
follows the 2 distribution, so the test statistic is 2. The
following is an example of its application: A food company
recruits 20 subjects to test preference for macaroni and
cheese. Three types of macaroni and cheese are prepared,
one with soy cheese, one with lowfat cheese, and the final
one with full-fat cheddar cheese. Each subject is presented with the three types of macaroni and cheese in
random order. They rank their preference from one
through three. Table 1 illustrates this type of data. Because the type of data is ordinal, Friedman’s test is used
to determine if there is a statistically significant difference in preference for macaroni and cheese. The company
may use this data to decide which product to mass produce and market.
Peterson and colleagues (9) assessed growth and seizure reduction in epileptic children using the ketogenic
diet as a treatment for intractable epilepsy. Growth was
assessed at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months in a group
exhibiting high ketosis and another group with moderate
ketosis. Because it was a repeated-measure design and
data were not normally distributed, the Friedman’s test
was used rather than the parametric repeated measures
ANOVA to determine if there was a statistically signifi-

cant difference in growth over time in both groups. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to make pairwisecomparisons between different time periods (eg, baseline
vs 6 months, 6 months vs 12 months) as follow-up post
hoc analysis because this test is used to examine paired
within-group measurements. Subjects on the moderate
ketosis diet did not experience decreases in growth over
time, however, those on the high ketosis diet did.
⌾ TEST
The 2 test is used to examine the relationship between
two nominal variables, two ordinal variables with limited
categories, or a nominal and an ordinal variable. The
closest parametric alternative is the two-sample t test.
The 2 test follows the binomial distribution. The test
statistic is 2.
Suppose a relationship between two nominal variables,
religious preference (Hindu, Buddhist, Catholic, Protestant, Moslem) and preference for soy products (Do you
like soy products, yes or no?), is examined. Do Hindus
prefer soy products beyond what you would expect by
chance? Are there some groups that have less preference
than you would expect by chance? In this situation, the 2
test is the appropriate test to examine these questions.
Fulkerson and colleagues (10) examined the family
mealtime environment from the perspectives of adolescents and parents. Parents were surveyed by telephone
interview while adolescents completed a school-based
survey. The investigators looked for associations between
family meal environment categorical variables (frequency, priority, atmosphere, and structure) and adolescents and parents responses to the survey (this was a categorical variable with three categories; parents, younger
adolescents, and older adolescents). Each family meal environment variable was a multiple choice question on both the
parents’ and adolescents’ surveys. The 2 test demonstrated statistically different reports by adolescents and
parents on nearly all family meal environment variables.
Parents were more likely than adolescents to report eating five or more family meals per week, the importance of
eating together, and scheduling difficulties.
2

MCNEMAR’S TEST
In situations where samples are matched, or there is a
before-after design, and there are two nominal variables
with two categories each, McNemar’s test is used. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was discussed previously as an
appropriate nonparametric test for matched samples or
before-and-after designed, but it applies when two dependent samples are compared on an ordinal or quantitative
variable, rather than a nominal variable. The closest
parametric alternative is the paired t test. The test statistic for McNemar’s test is 2. Table 2 presents a 2⫻2
table comparing two nominal variables, saturated fat intake (high or low) before a myocardial infarction (MI) and
saturated fat intake (high or low) after an MI. As can be
seen from Table 2, a disproportionate number of subjects
switched from a high to a low saturated fat diet after
having an MI. McNemar’s test is used to determine if
there is a statistically significant change in category frequencies from before to after an MI.

Table 2. Hypothetical data presented in a 2⫻2 table for calculating
McNemar’s testa

Before MIb

After MI
Saturated Fat
Intake

Saturated fat intake

Low

High

Totals

Low
High

15
35
50

5
15
20

20
50
70

a

In this case, McNemar’s test is used to determine whether there is a statistically
significant change in proportion of subjects eating a low saturated fat before and after
subjects have had a myocardial infarction.
b
MI⫽myocardial infarction.

In a study to characterize patterns of dairy intake
among a cohort of girls progressing from 5 to 11 years of
age, Fiorito and colleagues (11) used McNemar’s test to
analyze whether there was a change in percentage of girls
consuming milk and other dairy products over time. The
test revealed a statistically significant reduction in percentage of girls consuming milk and yogurt as they progressed from 5 to 11 years of age, but a statistically
significant increase in the consumption of cheese and
dairy desserts.
REPORTING NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS IN JOURNAL ARTICLES
In journal articles, it is vital when reporting nonparametric tests to describe the specific variables involved, the
specific test, and the hypothesis to be tested. Also, when
reporting the test results, present the test statistic (eg,
2, rs), the level of significance (eg, P⫽0.036), and the
appropriate conclusion.
RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY
There are several excellent books with more specific information about nonparametric tests (4,12-14). Most notably, Introduction to Modern Nonparametric Statistics
by Higgins (15) provides a comprehensive presentation of
the subject. In the previous article in this series, useful
computer statistical packages were listed. All of these
packages have the capability to conduct nonparametric
analyses.
SUMMARY
When there is a choice, it is preferable to use parametric
over nonparametric statistical tests. However, when
there are ordinal or nominal variables, or the assumptions for parametric tests are violated, nonparametric
statistical tests can be used.
The authors received no funding for this project. There
are no financial conflicts of interest.
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